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Macrotene chromosomes provide insights to a
new mechanism of high-order gene amplification
in eukaryotes
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Copy number variation of chromosomal segments is now recognized as a major source of

genetic polymorphism within natural populations of eukaryotes, as well as a possible cause of

genetic diseases in humans, including cancer, but its molecular bases remain incompletely

understood. In the baker’s yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a variety of low-order amplifications

(segmental duplications) were observed after adaptation to limiting environmental conditions

or recovery from gene dosage imbalance, and interpreted in terms of replication-based

mechanisms associated or not with homologous recombination. Here we show the

emergence of novel high-order amplification structures, with corresponding overexpression of

embedded genes, during evolution under favourable growth conditions of severely unfit yeast

cells bearing genetically disabled genomes. Such events form massively extended chromo-

somes, which we propose to call macrotene, whose characteristics suggest the products of

intrachromosomal rolling-circle type of replication structures, probably initiated by increased

accidental template switches under important cellular stress conditions.
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U
nderstanding the molecular mechanisms at the basis of
genome maintenance and dynamics is not only a
fascinating question of biological evolution but it also

bears great potential interest for the prevention or the cure of
major genetic diseases in humans. Remarkable progress along
these lines were recently made possible by the application of
whole-genome sequencing techniques to analyse evolutionary
experiments on unicellular organisms1 or to characterize human
cancer cells2,3. Next to Escherichia coli, on which experimental
evolution was pioneered in Bacteria4, the baker’s yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae offers equivalent advantages for
eukaryotes. The rate of nucleotidic mutation was determined
over its entire genome under normal growth conditions5 and the
mutational landscape of some mutator strains has been
characterized6. Evolutionary experiments aimed at studying
adaptation to controlled selective pressures7–12 or the recovery
from artificial gene dosage imbalance13–15 revealed the frequent
formation in this genome of low-order segmental amplifications
(mostly two times, rarely up to four or five times), in addition to
the more classical point mutations in genes or their regulatory
elements. These amplifications exhibit a variety of topological
forms such as intra- or inter-chromosomal segmental dupli-
cations, ranging in size from a few9 to hundreds of kilobases13,14,
or supernumerary chromosomes (neochromosomes), made of
two large segmental duplications joined together13. Episomes
were also reported, propagating short chromosomal segments in
independent circular10,15,16 or linear forms11,17.

These experimentally generated structures show variable levels
of instability18 and tend to disappear over successive generations
when the original selective factor is eliminated. Yet, segmental
duplications are prone to play a prominent role in modelling
genomes over large evolutionary timescales19, and traces of intra-
and interchromosomal segmental duplications are observed in
natural genomes of a variety of eukaryotic organisms, including
human where they may occasionally have pathogenic
consequences20. In natural yeast isolates, such traces are
generally scarce, except in subtelomeric regions21,22. But, in the
original collection of yeast deletion mutants, large segmental
duplications and whole-chromosome aneuploidy were frequently
observed with, for some of them, demonstrated phenotypic
effects23. Such structures may also represent transient
evolutionary solutions for long-term adaptation to stressful
environmental conditions24. Several mechanisms have been
invoked at the origin of these temporary low-order
amplification structures, including non-allelic homologous
recombination between dispersed repeated sequences made of
transposable elements or their remnants10,15,25, micro-homology-
mediated repair of accidentally broken replication forks14 and
interference between adjacent replication origins26. Replication
stress and loss of replication control are potent inducers of these
mechanisms27–29.

By contrast to the above, high-order gene amplifications (over
ca ten times) are much more rare in eukaryotic genomes despite
the classical example of the methotrexate resistance in in-vitro
cultivated mammalian cells30, and a few normal gene clusters
such as those encoding rRNAs or histones31. In S. cerevisiae, the
tandem gene array at the CUP1 locus can expand to dozens of
copies after selection for resistance to toxic copper salts32,33, but
the repeat unit being of small size (2 kb), this amplification has
only limited effects on the overall chromosome size. The same
is true for the tandem repeats of the hexose transport loci
HXT6 and HXT7 selected in response to glucose-limited
environments34.

In most evolutionary experiments performed so far, the focus
was placed on studying the response of normal yeast genomes to
limiting or deleterious environmental conditions, rather than

examining spontaneous mutational events in genomes in the
absence of external selection. In particular, very little is known so
far on the evolutionary trajectories followed by severely altered
eukaryotic genomes, resulting from accidental mutations, when
cells are allowed to proliferate under optimal conditions, as is the
case in some cancers. To examine this question, we built
permanently disabled S. cerevisiae genomes by replacing key
essential genes by their orthologues from another yeast species,
taking advantage of the large evolutionary spectrum offered by
presently sequenced Saccharomycotina genomes21. Viable haploid
and diploid S. cerevisiae strains were obtained in which either the
asparaginyl-tRNA synthetase gene (DED81) or the lysinyl-tRNA
synthetase gene (KRS1) was precisely replaced by its orthologue
from Yarrowia lipolytica, a very distantly related yeast
species35,36. These transgenic strains grew extremely slowly
even in rich glucose medium but retain their ability to
propagate indefinitely by mitosis, as well as to mate and
sporulate. During prolonged cultures of these strains in rich
medium, a variety of faster growing mutants spontaneously
appeared, among which we observed novel high-order
amplification structures extending chromosome sizes by over
1.5 times (macrotene chromosomes).

We report here the detailed molecular analysis of these
unexpected structures, whose unusual characteristics compared
with previously described gene amplifications in eukaryotes
suggest that they resulted from uncontrolled replication of long
chromosomal segments after accidental template switching
events, a phenomenon possibly triggered by the severe functional
stress imposed on our genetically engineered cells.

Results
Evolutionary experiments. The construction and phenotypic
characterization of the transgenic S. cerevisiae strains bearing the
Y. lipolytica orthologues of, respectively, DED81 (chromosome
VIII) or KRS1 (chromosome IV) are detailed in Supplementary
Notes 1,2 and 3 and Supplementary Figs 1 and 2. Diploid strains
BYAT580 and BYAT583 (DED81 and KRS1 gene replacements,
respectively, Supplementary Table 1) were cultivated at 30 �C in
rich glucose medium (YPD) for a total of ca 200 successive
generations by a serial-transfer protocol, keeping the population
bottlenecks at 109 cells (Fig. 1 and Tables 1,2). The
first cultures grew extremely slowly, as expected from a poor
adaptation of the Y. lipolytica tRNA synthetases to the pools of
cognate S. cerevisiae tRNA molecules (Supplementary Fig. 3).
But, as cultures evolved, faster growing mutants appeared
that eventually overcame the populations despite long-term
persistence of colony size heterogeneity. Colonies (subclones)
of initial size or larger (evolved mutants) were picked up at
various intervals (Tables 1 and 2) and analysed by a variety of
molecular techniques including, for some of them, whole-genome
sequencing (Methods).

Nested amplicons identified from whole-genome sequencing.
In the BYAT580 evolutionary experiment, two nested amplicon
units were identified from genome sequencing (Fig. 2a). The
55-kb-long amplicon VIII-A appeared in four and eight copies
in excess to diploid number in the first two evolved mutants
sequenced, BYAT580-60 and -120, respectively. Note its
presence in three extra copies in BYAT580-0, indicating a very
early mutational event, and its conservation (in 6 extra copies)
in subclone BYAT580-265 (see below), indicating long-term
stability. The 30-kb-long amplicon VIII-B accumulated in 12
extra copies in the late-appearing mutant BYAT580-200, and
was also conserved in its subclone, BYAT580-345, isolated
after additional generations (see below). For precise limits of
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both amplicons, see Supplementary Fig. 4a. Amplicon VIII-A
contains the centromere, the YALI Asn-RS gene and all S. cere-
visiae genes (29 Coding Sequences -CDS- and 4 tRNA genes -
tDNA) from coordinates 91,387 to 146,472 along with chromo-
some VIII. Amplicon VIII-B shares external limits with amplicon
VIII-A but lacks the internal centromeric region containing 14
CDSs and 1 tDNA, see below). No other copy number alteration
or aneuploidy was observed in the rest of the genomes of these
strains (Supplementary Fig. 5a).

In the BYAT583 evolutionary experiment, three nested
amplicon units were identified on chromosome IV, whose

simultaneous presence in some strains generated more complex
patterns (Fig. 2b). A high-level amplification (20–22 copies in
excess to diploid number) of a 50-kb-long centromere-less
segment (amplicon IV-B) appeared in early-arose mutants
(BYAT583-60 and -120). It is also visible in similar numbers in
the independently arose mutant BYAT583-345 (see below).
Amplicon IV-B contains the YALI Lys-RS gene and 23 CDS
(including the ENA tandem repeat), 3 tDNA and 1 small nuclear
RNA gene of S. cerevisiae (Supplementary Fig. 4b). By contrast,
the 211-kb-long amplicon IV-C, overlapping the centromere,
was only observed (in three extra copies) in the late-appearing

Table 1 | Evolutionary trajectory of the BYAT580 population.

Culture # Culture
duration
(days)

Final culture density
per ml (� 108)

No. of generations
in the culture (n)

Total no. of
generations
(cumul)

GEN. First evolved
mutant isolated

Second evolved
mutant isolated

1 3 1.2 11.2 11.2 0 BYAT580-0 [E] a, b, c
2 7 1.2 8.9 20.1
3 4 1.0 7.6 27.8
4 2 1.8 8.5 36.3
5 6 1.7 8.4 44.7
6 3 2.0 8.6 53.3 60 BYAT580-60 [E] a, b, c BYAT580-61 [E] b
7 3 1.9 8.6 61.9 70 BYAT580-70 [E] a, b BYAT580-71 [E] b
8 2 1.8 8.5 70.4 80 BYAT580-80 [E] a, b BYAT580-81 [E] b
9 2 1.7 8.4 78.8 90 BYAT580-90 [E] a, b
10 3 1.7 8.4 87.2 100 BYAT580-100 [E] a, b BYAT580-101 [E] b
11 2 2.0 8.6 95.8 110 BYAT580-110 [E] a, b
12 2 1.5 8.2 104.1
13 5 1.6 8.3 112.4 120 BYAT580-120 [E] a, b, c BYAT580-121 [E] a, b
14 2 1.7 8.4 120.8 130 BYAT580-130 [E] a, b
15 3 1.5 8.2 129.0 140 BYAT580-140 [M] a, b BYAT580-141 [E] a, b
16 2 2.0 8.6 137.7 150 BYAT580-150 [E] a, b BYAT580-151 [EþM]* a, b
17 2 1.5 8.2 145.9
18 3 1.6 8.3 154.2
19 4 1.8 8.5 162.7 170 BYAT580-170 [EþM] a, b BYAT580-171 [EþM] a, b
20 3 1.9 8.6 171.3
21 4 1.9 8.6 179.9 190 BYAT580-190 [E] a, b BYAT580-191 [E] a, b
22 10 2.3 8.8 188.7
23 10 2.4 8.9 197.6 200 BYAT580-200 [M] a, b, c BYAT580-201 [EþM]* a, b

Left part: Details of the serial-transfer cultures. At the end of each 2-l culture in YPD medium, final cell density (d, column 3) was estimated by Malassez cell counting (on diluted aliquots), and the
number of generations of the culture (n, column 4) was calculated from the final cell number (Nf¼ 2,000� d) relative to the inoculum (Ni) according to the equation n¼ (ln (Nf)-ln (Ni))/ln (2). Each
inoculum (Ni) was made of 109 cells from the previous culture, except for cultures #1 and 2 (108 and 5� 108 cells, respectively). Right part: Cultures were designated by approximate generation numbers
(GEN.) throughout this work (note the slight differences from actual numbers, left part column 5). Last two columns list subclones picked up from evolving populations (designated according to GEN.)
with their genomic structures under brackets ([E]: circular episome, [M]: macrotene chromosome, *altered chromosome I), followed by the experimental evidence(s) supporting the structures (a: PFGE
probed with the YALI Asn-RS gene, see Fig. 3; b: NsiI digest probed with YALI Asn-RS gene; c: BamHI digest probed with YHR020w, see Supplementary Fig. 7). Bold entries are sequenced genomes.
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Figure 1 | Scheme of evolutionary experiments. (a) Severely unfit diploid strains BYAT580 and BYAT583 were grown in YPD medium at 30 �C in 2-l

cultures with rotational shaking. At the end of each culture (see Tables 1 and 2 for numerical details), an aliquot of 109 cells was inoculated in 2 l of fresh
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process was serially repeated 23 times. (b) Examples of growth heterogeneity of subclones during evolution of populations (o: original colony size, e:

evolved mutant). Scale bar, 1 cm.
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mutant BYAT583-200. It contains the YALI Lys-RS gene, the
centromere and all S. cerevisiae genes (99 CDS, plus 8 tDNAs and
1 snoRNA gene) from coordinates ca 434,600 to ca 645,600
(Supplementary Fig. 6c). The 132-kb-long centromere-less
amplicon IV-A corresponds to a segmental duplication between
two Ty elements (Supplementary Fig. 6b), which occurred in one
of the two copies of chromosome IV in strain BYAT583-0 and
propagated to evolved mutants BYAT583-60, -120 and -200
without providing much novelty compared with already known
segmental duplication structures19. Note, however, that the two

elements (YDRCTy2-1 and YDRCTy1-1) belong to distinct
families and share only 78% nucleotide sequence identity. This
segmental duplication, absent from BYAT583-345, is an
independent event from other amplifications. Finally, the
BYAT583 evolutionary trajectory was further complicated by
the transient formation of a chromosome IV disomy (in strains
BYAT583-60 and -120, Supplementary Fig. 5b), a phenomenon
probably related to functional stress24 but also independent from
the high-order amplifications studied here (also absent from
BYAT583-345).

Table 2 | Evolutionary trajectory of the BYAT583 population.

Culture # Culture
duration
(days)

Final culture
density per ml

(� 108)

No. of generations
in the culture (n)

Total no. of
generations
(cumul)

GEN. First evolved mutant isolated Second evolved
mutant(s) isolated

1 3 1.2 11.2 11.2 0 BYAT583-0 [SD] a, d, e, f, g
2 7 0.9 8.5 19.7
3 4 1.6 8.3 28.0
4 2 1.4 8.1 36.2
5 6 1.1 7.8 44.0
6 3 1.6 8.3 52.3 60 BYAT583-60 [MþSD] a, d, e, f, g
7 3 1.4 8.1 60.4 70 BYAT583-70 [M] a
8 2 1.4 8.1 68.5 80 BYAT583-80 [M] a, d BYAT583-81 [M] d
9 2 1.3 8.0 76.6 90 BYAT583-90 [M] a, d
10 3 1.1 7.8 84.3 100 BYAT583-100 [M] a, d
11 2 1.3 8.0 92.4 110 BYAT583-110 [M] a, d BYAT583-111 [M] d
12 2 1.1 7.8 100.1
13 5 1.4 8.1 108.3 120 BYAT583-120 [MþSD] a, d, e, f BYAT583-121 [M] a
14 2 1.1 7.8 116.1 130 BYAT583-130 [M] a
15 3 1.0 7.6 123.7 140 BYAT583-140 [E] a, d BYAT583-141 [M] d
16 2 1.6 8.3 132.0 150 BYAT583-150 [E] a, d BYAT583-151 [E] d
17 2 1.2 7.9 139.9
18 3 1.3 8.0 147.9
19 4 1.8 8.5 156.4 170 BYAT583-170 [Eþ SD] a
20 3 1.8 8.5 164.9
21 4 1.6 8.3 173.3 190 BYAT583-190 [Eþ SD] a,d BYAT583-191 [E] d
22 10 1.8 8.5 181.7
23 10 2.1 8.7 190.5 200 BYAT583-200 [EþSD] a, d, e, f, g BYAT583-201 [E] d

BYAT583-202 [E] d

Left part: Same explanation as in Table 1. Right part: Same explanation as in Table 1 except for an additional structure: [SD] segmental duplication of amplicon IV-A, and for experimental evidence(s):
(a: PFGE probed with the YALI Lys-RS gene, see Fig. 3; d: XhoI digest probed with YALI Lys-RS gene; e: EcoRV digest probed with YDR035c; f: BamHI digest probed with YDR098c; g: EcoRV digest probed
with YDR098c; see Supplementary Fig. 8).
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Figure 2 | Amplicons identified from genome sequencing coverages. (a) Copy number variation along a chromosome VIII segment, as determined from

sequence coverages of parental and evolved strains of the BYAT580 evolutionary experiment (see Methods). For strain numbering, refer to Table 1.

BYAT580-265 and -345 are subclones of BYAT580-120 and -200, respectively, after 145 additional generations (see the text and Supplementary Fig. 10).

Copy numbers (ordinates) were normalized to 2 (for diploids). Horizontal grey bars on top materialize amplicon units. Abrupt curve drops correspond to

the Y. lipolytica Asn-RS gene (blue diamond) absent from the S. cerevisiae reference sequence. Pink oval: centromere. (b) Copy number variation along a

chromosome IV segment, as determined from sequence coverages of parental and evolved strains of the BYAT583 evolutionary experiment. Same legend

as in a, BYAT583-345 is a mutant subclone of BYAT583-201 (Table 1) after 145 additional generations (see the text and Supplementary Fig. 10). Blue

diamond: Y. lipolytica Lys-RS gene. *Location of ENA tandem gene array (artificially cut for clarity). Note the complex pattern of amplifications along

chromosome IV because of the superposition of several events.
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Determination of amplification structures. To determine the
structure of the amplifications identified above, we ran pulsed-
field gel electrophoreses (PFGE) of intact chromosomal DNA
from parental and evolved strains (Fig. 3). In each evolutionary
experiment, the mutants with highest amplification levels showed
massively extended (macrotene) chromosomes. In strain
BYAT580-200 (Fig. 3a), one copy of the two chromosome VIII
homologues (identified from hybridizing probes) migrated at ca
900 kb size, whereas the other copy remained at its normal 583 kb
size (strains were diploid). The size increase is consistent with the
presence of 12 extra copies of the 30-kb-long amplicon VIII-B
within the macrotene chromosome. Other mutants of the same
evolutionary trajectory did not exhibit this structure. Instead, they
revealed hybridizing bands that did not correspond to visible
ethidium bromide-stained chromosomes and whose migration,

varying with pulse frequency, suggested circular episomes
(see below).

Similarly, a macrotene chromosome IV of ca 2,500 kb instead
of its normal 1,532 kb size was observed in mutants BYAT583-60
and -120 (Fig. 3b). It is also present in mutant BYAT583-130
(not sequenced). Again, this size increase agrees (within precision
limits) with the presence of 20–22 extra copies of the 50-kb-long
amplicon IV-B within one copy of chromosome IV. The other
two copies (these strains were aneuploids, see Supplementary
Fig. 5b) remained intact or increased in size by the 132 kb
segmental duplication of amplicon IV-A (above). Mutant
BYAT583-200 that showed lower orders of amplification did
not exhibit a macrotene chromosome (like BYA583-170 and -190,
not sequenced). Their 211-kb-long amplicon IV-C was not visible
on gel electrophoresis, also suggesting circular molecules.
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Figure 3 | Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis of parental and evolved strains. PFGE were run according to Methods with pulse ramps as indicated

(linear accelerations). Left: ethidium bromide fluorescence. Size scale in Mb, calibrated from migration of natural S. cerevisiae chromosomes. Right:

hybridization with indicated probes. (a) BYAT580 evolutionary experiment. Top diagrams: location of probes with respect to amplicons (box) and scheme
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Structure of macrotene chromosome amplifications. To gain
insight into the formation of the macrotene chromosomes, the
precise identification of junction sequences was necessary. This
task was rendered difficult by the abundance of yeast transposable
elements (Ty) and their remnants (solo long-terminal repeat
(LTR)) in the vicinity of the regions of interest and, for the
BYAT583 evolutionary trajectory, by the simultaneous presence
of several distinct amplications in some evolved strains. The
problem was eventually solved by a combination of genomic
digest hybridizations (Supplementary Figs 7 and 8), PCR ampli-
fications around breakpoints and re-analysis of unmapped reads
from genome sequencing data of evolved mutants (Methods).

We found that the macrotene chromosome VIII was formed
by direct tandem repetitions of amplicon VIII-B (Fig. 4a).
Remarkably, the junction of the repeat units occurred between
two completely different sequences (only one nucleotide (nt)
-T- in common) separated from each other by 55 kb (see
Supplementary Fig. 9a for details). Between these limits, amplicon
VIII-B is internally deleted of a 25-kb segment containing the
centromere and adjacent genes. This deletion occurred between
two other LTR elements diverged in sequence (YHLCdelta1 and
YHLCdelta3 sharing 79 % sequence identity) joined together in
their longest 29 bp common segment (see Supplementary Fig. 9c
for details). A priori, the tandem array of amplicon VIII-B could
be anywhere in chromosome VIII, including in telomeric regions.
Available data, however, favour an in loco amplification next to
the original segment, as no ectopic junction sequence could be
found from restriction mapping (Supplementary Fig. 7) or after
re-analysis of whole-genome sequences by a method inspired
from the split-read mapping strategy37. We are, therefore, left
with the idea that amplicon VIII-B was tandemly repeated in loco
immediately at the right of the original chromosomal copy (the
left side is excluded from restriction mapping results).

By contrast, the macrotene chromosome IV was formed by
inverted tandem repetitions of a continuous, 50-kb-long segment
of chromosome IV (amplicon IV-B) with quasi-palindromic
junctions (Fig. 4b). This structure was discovered by re-assembly
of unmapped sequence reads of BYAT583-345 (Methods).
A 77-nt-long contig was obtained whose sequence corresponds
to a quasi-palindromic junction formed, in absence of any
sequence identity, within the divergent promoter region separat-
ing YDR059c and YDR060w. Existence of this junction was
verified by genomic blot hybridizations (Supplementary Fig. 8c).
Using the same restriction enzyme-based mapping method, the
left boundary of amplicon IV-B was mapped between two
inversely oriented LTR elements, YDRCdelta6a and YDRWdelta7,
sharing 77% sequence identity (Supplementary Fig. 8b). This
junction could not be resolved at nucleotide level, but mapping is
consistent with its occurrence within the longest 42 bp common
segment of these two LTRs, forming a second quasi-palindromic
junction (a second inverted junction was obviously required to
form an array of inverted repeats, but not necessarily a quasi-
palindromic one). Again, all available mapping data indicate an in
loco formation of the repeat array next to the genuine amplicon
IV-B segment, on either its right or its left side.

Structure of other amplifications. To help clarify the origin of
macrotene chromosomes, we also determined the amplification
junctions in the other evolved mutants from the same evolu-
tionary trajectories suspected of containing circular episomes
according to PFGE results (Fig. 3), in agreement with the pre-
sence of centromeres in amplicons VIII-A and IV-C excluding
intrachromosomal amplifications. To demonstrate these struc-
tures, we sequenced the novel junctions formed in the mutants,
from PCR amplifications on their genomic DNA. In the
BYAT583 experiment, we found that amplicon IV-C circularized

by junction between two co-oriented solo delta elements,
YDLCdelta1 and YDRCdelta7, within their 10-nt-long common
sequence stretch, forming a 211-kb centromeric episome
(Supplementary Fig. 6c). Superficially, this looks similar to pre-
viously described short circular episomes in yeast, formed by
homologous recombination between dispersed repeats10,15, except
that the two solo delta elements involved here are significantly
diverged in sequence (79% nucleotide identity) and that this
episome is much larger and centromeric. In addition, contrary to
previous cases, no corresponding deletion of the cognate
chromosomal segment was observed (Fig. 3), arguing against a
reciprocal genetic recombination.

In the BYAT580 experiment, we found that amplicon VIII-A
formed a 50-kb circular episome (Supplementary Fig. 9b). Ruling
out homologous recombination was even simpler in this case
because the novel junction occurred between the two completely
different sequences YHLWtau2 and YHRCsigma2 mentioned
above (the same junction as amplicon VIII-B repeats in the
macrotene chromosome). Again, no corresponding deletion was
observed on the chromosome. Formation of this episome must,
therefore, have involved another mechanism. Interestingly, there
exists a short sequence identical to the episomal junction
immediately upstream of the same Ty4 element (because it is
inserted next to another inverted solo sigma element, YHRC-
sigma1), leading us to the speculative hypothesis that a ‘guide’ or
template sequence helped the circularization of amplicon VIII-A
(Supplementary Fig. 9a). The minor sequence divergence between
the two LTRs of the Ty4 element (a G within YHLWtau1 at
position 85,554 versus an A within YHLWtau2 at position 91,406,
both verified by re-sequencing) supports this hypothesis of ‘guide’
sequence because the G, not the A, was found in the amplified
copies of the circular episome (as well as in the macrotene
chromosome VIII, see Fig. 4). No other sigma-tau junction in
inverted orientation exists in the rest of the S. cerevisiae genome.

Reconstruction of evolutionary trajectories. The presence of
mutants bearing circular episomes together with mutants bearing
macrotene chromosomes in both evolutionary trajectories, albeit
in opposite order of appearance, raised the question of the
independence of their formation (in our protocol, the evolved
mutants sequenced were independent subclones from evolving
populations, not derivatives from one another as will be described
in next paragraph). We, therefore, analysed additional mutants
isolated at different intervals to better describe the mutational
trajectories within evolving populations. In the BYAT580
experiment (Table 1), all evolved mutants isolated until genera-
tion 130 contained the circular episome (11 in total, in addition to
BYAT580-0, -60 and -120). Four other episome-bearing mutants
were also isolated from generations 140 to 200, but they cohabited
in the evolving population with other mutants bearing either
the macrotene chromosome alone (1 mutant, in addition to
BYAT580-200) or both structures simultaneously (4 mutants).
This trajectory leaves open the possibility (and even suggests) that
the macrotene chromosome VIII arose as a secondary mutation
from episome-bearing mutants (see Discussion). By contrast, in
the BYAT583 experiment (Tables 1 and 2), all evolved mutants
isolated until generation 130 exhibited a macrotene chromosome
(8 in total, in addition to BYAT583-60 and -120), whereas all
mutants studied from generations 150 to 200 contained the epi-
some (5 in total, in addition to BYAT583-200). At generation 140,
one mutant of each type was obtained, consistent with an inter-
mediate stage during the evolution of this population whose
mutational trajectory excludes the possibility that the macrotene
chromosome IV arose from pre-existing episomes, a conclusion
reinforced by the complete lack of relationship between the
molecular structures of amplicons IV-B and IV-C (above).
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Figure 4 | Junction sequences and repeat organizations inmacrotene chromosomes. (a)Macrotene chromosome VIII. Grey cylinders with a pink tightning

(centromere) schematize normal (top) and macrotene (bottom) chromosome VIII. Amplicon VIII-B is symbolized by the yellow (left arm) and purple (right

arm) boxes with internal arrows to indicate orientation. The centre part of figure details genetic elements present in the amplicon region (top) with zooms

on junction regions (middle). Junction sequences are from Supplementary Fig. 6. Grey arrowhead boxes: protein-coding genes (Y. lipolytica Asn-RS genes is

highlighted in red and labelled with N); pink oval: centromere; thick vertical black lines: tRNA genes; yellow, dark blue and orange boxes: delta, sigma and tau

elements, respectively (orientation given by internal arrows). Filled or void light blue boxes locate replication origins (ARS), respectively, confirmed or

proposed64. (b) Macrotene chromosome IV. Grey cylinders with a pink tightning (centromere) schematize normal (top) and macrotene (bottom)

chromosome IV. Amplicon IV-B is symbolized by purple boxes of vanishing intensity with internal arrows to indicate orientation. Centre part of figure,

same legend as above. The Y. lipolytica Lys-RS gene is labelled K. Sequence of the right junction is indicated (black letters: palindromic part, red letters:

unique central part, line indicates direct sequence continuity). Chr., chromosome.
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Stability of evolved mutants. The stability of mutants bearing
macrotene chromosomes or episomes was first estimated at
population level by cultivation in rich medium for a total of 145
generations, and then independently measured after transfor-
mation of subclones by plasmids expressing the S. cerevisiae RS
genes (Supplementary Fig. 10a).

At population level, both macrotene chromosomes IV and VIII
proved remarkably stable (Supplementary Fig. 10b). Samples
isolated after 35, 70, 110 and 145 generations kept the same
profile (a ca 900 kb macrotene chromosome plus the normal
chromosome) as the original BYAT580-200 strain (see Fig. 3).
Similarly, samples isolated after 35 and 145 generations kept the
same profile as the original BYAT583-120 strain (a ca 2Mb
macrotene chromosome plus the normal chromosome, note by
contrast the instability of the additional copy bearing the 132 kb
segmental duplication of amplicon IV-A). The stability of both
macrotene chromosomes could also be verified from the
sequencing of subclones BYAT580-345 and BYAT583-265
isolated, respectively, from BYAT580-200 and BYAT583-120
after 145 generations (Supplementary Fig. 10c). The observed
stability of macrotene chromosomes looks surprising, but is
consistent with previously established figures for segmental
duplications. Above results on populations and subclones are
compatible with a conservation of original structures ranging
from 100 % to roughly half this figure. Now, 50% conservation
after 145 generations corresponds to a loss of ca 0.5% per cell per
generation, that is, a maximal instability more than two orders of
magnitude higher than the instability observed for single tandem
duplications of similar sizes18.

Completely different patterns were observed for the two
circular episomes. At population level, the 50-kb episome of
BYAT580-120 proved stable as judged from the presence of a
weakly hybridizing band (Supplementary Fig. 10b), in addition to
the normal chromosome (migration varies with pulse frequency,
compare with Fig. 3). This episome stability could also be verified
from sequencing of subclone BYAT580-265 isolated from
BYAT580-120 after 145 generations (only the copy number
varied, see Fig. 2). On the contrary, mutant BYAT583-200 proved
extremely instable. Its 211-kb circular episome was not visualized
by PFGE, hence its maintenance during the cultivation is
unknown, but, astonishingly, a new macrotene chromosome IV
appeared in the population after 35 generations and remained
present after 145 generations (Supplementary Fig. 10b). Note the
presence of the 132-kb segmental duplication in one copy of
chromosome IV (as in BYAT583-200), indicating that the new
macrotene chromosome IV appeared concomitantly to a
chromosome IV aneuploidy (as was the case in BYAT583-60
and -120). The same phenomenon must have occurred in cultures
of mutants BYAT583-201 and -202 (two other episome-bearing
subclones isolated at the same time as BYAT583-200, Table 2) as
judged from the presence of a macrotene chromosome IV in their
subclones (respectively, BYAT583-345 and -346) after 145
generations. Given generation times of mutants (below), a
possible interpretation for the rapid reformation of macrotene
chromosome IV would be the frequent loss of the episome
(producing severely unfit cells equivalent to parental strains) out
of which novel macrotene chromosome mutants are strongly
selected.

To estimate the role of the phenotypic selection in the
maintenance of amplified structures, we transformed evolved
mutants with plasmids of the MoBY-ORF collection38 containing
the Asn-RS or Lys-RS genes of S. cerevisiae, as appropriate, and
cultivated the transformants for ca 150 generations before
subcloning (Supplementary Fig. 10a). The activity of the
plasmids used was directly verified by their ability to restore the
phenotypes of non-amplified unfit strains in parallel

transformations (not shown). For chromosome VIII, both
amplified structures (episome and macrotene chromosome)
remained stable as before (two subclones tested for each,
Supplementary Fig. 10c). For chromosome IV, only one of the
three subclones tested from the transformant of BYAT583-265
had kept the macrotene chromosome, indicating partial stability
compatible with above calculations. The stability of the 211-kb
episome could not be assessed by PFGE (above), but in the
presence of the MoBY-ORF plasmid, BYAY583-200 did not
generate novel macrotene chromosome mutants (three subclones
tested), in agreement with above interpretation.

Growth rates of evolved mutants and phenotypic restoration.
To evaluate the forces of selection that operated during our
evolutionary experiments, we quantified the growth rates of
evolved mutants and compared them with their parental strains
transformed by replicative plasmids bearing either S. cerevisiae or
Y. lipolytica cognate RS genes (Supplementary Fig. 11). For
the Asn-RS experiment, the presence of either the macrotene
chromosome (BYAT580-345) or six episomal copies (BAT580-
265) strongly accelerated generation times (124 and 148min,
respectively, compared with 353min for BYAT583-0). There is,
therefore, an enormous selective advantage for these mutants over
their non-amplified parent (note that BYAT583-0 already had
three episomal copies). The generation times of these mutants are
even better than those of the transformants of BYAT580-0 by
centromeric or multicopy replicative plasmids containing the
YALI Asn-RS gene (167 and 152min, respectively). For the Lys-
RS experiment, the presence of either the macrotene chromosome
(BYAT583-345) or the large episome (BYAT583-200) also
reduced generation times significantly (192 and 183min,
respectively) compared with the non-amplified parental con-
struct. In this case, the figure of 439min observed for BYAT581-0
(an isogenic construct to BYAT583, Supplementary Table 1) is
probably closer to the actual parental construct than the 284min
observed for BYAT583-0 that contained a segmental duplication
(hence, three copies of the YALI Lys-RS gene). Phenotypic
restoration in these evolved mutants was less efficient than the
values obtained for transformants of BYAT581-0 or BYAT583-0
with the plasmids bearing Lys-RS gene.

In conclusion, compared with the great differences observed
between evolved mutants and their parents, only minor
phenotypic differences separated the low-order amplifications
brought by episomes from the high-order amplifications of the
macrotene chromosomes. In other words, the phenotypic
advantage obtained by the first increments of YALI-RS gene
copies was greater than the benefit obtained by further copy
number increase. This is consistent with the moderate pheno-
typic differences observed in transformants (Supplementary
Fig. 11). Multicopy plasmids reduced generation times by only
9–13% compared with centromeric plasmids bearing the
Y. lipolytica genes. Growth curve data for strains of
Supplementary Fig. 11 are available in Figshare http://figshare.
com/s/6b33ab5a7af011e4bede06ec4bbcf141.

Genetic bases of mutant phenotypes. Beside amplifications, we
looked for the presence of SNPs and indels, which might have
been accidentally selected during our evolutionary experiments,
by careful analysis of genome sequence data (Methods). Only a
few nucleotide substitutions occurred in our sequenced strains
(no indel), some of which affecting CDS (Supplementary
Table 2). Those common to all sequenced strains of a given
evolutionary experiment and absent from the other (N01-N06 for
the BYAT580 series and K01-K06 for the BYAT583 series) must
represent mutational events occurred during strain construction
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that cannot determine phenotypic differences between evolved
mutants and their parents. None of them falls within the
amplicons described above. The other mutations fall in func-
tionally diverse genes, making unlikely their specific selection in
our experiments. All are in heterozygous form with the wild-type
allele and may influence the phenotypes of evolved mutants if not
recessive (not studied). Note that three mutations (N11, K01 and
K14) affected genes involved in DNA replication stress response,
a function that may be relevant to the phenomenon studied.

The last important question to interpret observed phenotypes
concerns expression of the amplicon-embedded genes. This was
addressed by comparing transcriptomes of evolved mutants
bearing the macrotene chromosomes with non-amplified strains
(Fig. 5). We found that nearly all amplicon-embedded genes were
overexpressed in strains carrying the macrotene chromosomes,

with transcript levels roughly proportional to repeat numbers
(6.2 times on average for the 14 genes of amplicon VIII-B in
strain BYAT580-345 for 14 copies instead of 2, and 16.2 times on
average for the 24 genes of amplicon IV-B in strain BYAT583-345
for 22-24 copies instead of 2). Overexpression factor varied
between genes but independently from normal transcript
abundance (a dynamic range of 50- to 100-fold was observed).
The YALI-RS genes themselves were also overexpressed, although
to a lesser extent possibly due to imperfect transcript stability in
S. cerevisiae cells. The increase of transcript levels with gene copy
numbers is, obviously, not surprising and often empirically
used for heterologous gene expression. In yeast, genes along
with disomic chromosomes in aneuploid strains are over-
expressed39,40. But quantitative data were needed for the high-
order amplifications of our macrotene chromosomes, in particular
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Figure 5 | Transcriptome analysis of evolved strains bearing macrotene chromosomes. (a) Comparison of mutant BYAT580-345 with a non-amplified

strain (BYAT521). MA plot log2 ratios of RNA levels (see Methods). Abscissae: transcript abundance (normalized log2), ordinates: log2 ratio of transcript

abundance between the two compared strains. Black dots: amplicon-embedded S. cerevisiae genes (lists in right boxes with fold excess of RNA levels in

BYAT580-345 under brackets. nt: not tested. Underlined: toxic gene when overexpressed41,42). The 14 amplicon-embedded genes (2 not tested) are

overexpressed 6.2 times on average (standard deviation 4.2) in strain BYAT580-345 (14 amplicon copies) compared with strain BYAT521 (2 amplicon

copies). Black circles: noncoding RNA genes. Red dots: Y. lipolytica RS genes. Red circles: KanMX. Small blue dots: all others. (b) Comparison of mutant

BYAT583-345 with a non-amplified strain (BYAT581-0). Same legend as above. The 24 amplicon-embedded genes (2 not tested) are overexpressed 16.2

times on average (standard deviation 7.7) in strain BYAT583-345 (22-24 amplicon copies) compared with strain BYAT581-0 (2 amplicon copies).
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because some of these genes were known to be toxic to cells when
overexpressed41,42. Normalized data for Fig. 5 and Supplementary
Fig. 3 are available in GEO under the accession code GSE64431.

Discussion
The macrotene chromosomes described here are remarkable by
their combination of large repeat units (30–50 kb), embedding
many genes, with high copy numbers (12–22) such as to form
repeat arrays roughly half the sizes of chromosomes. This
distinguishes them from most previously reported structures in
yeast formed of duplications only when affecting large chromo-
somal segments7,8,13,14,23,25 or affecting short size segments
only when amplified in multiple32,33 or low (4–5)8,9,12,26,34

copy numbers. The same balance looks true in other
eukaryotes20,22,29,30, with only limited exceptions so far43,44.
High-order tandem amplifications of large chromosomal
segments, equivalent to those forming the yeast macrotene
chromosomes, were reported long ago in the lactose operon of
E. coli45 and were recently interpreted in terms of a stress-
induced template switching mechanism during replication46. The
recent example of massive amplification of large chromosomal
segments in Plasmodium falciparum in response to continuous
in vivo challenge with a novel inhibitor of the dihydro-orotate
dehydrogenase44 represents, probably, the closest structure to our
yeast macrotene chromosomes. In this case, however,
amplifications resulted from a two-step selection process
involving, first, the formation of classical segmental duplications
(with junctions in the many A/T-rich tracts of this genome) and,
second, their gradual head-to-tail expansion by a classical
homology-based recombination mechanism between repeats
driven by increasing levels of drug. No similar intermediates
were found in our experiments, raising the question of the
number and nature of mutational steps at the origin of the
macrotene chromosomes. Evolved clones picked up at various
stages of the evolutionary experiments (Tables 1 and 2) contained
macrotene chromosomes indistinguishable in size from the
sequenced ones, as if repeat numbers remained nearly
invariable. An involuntary selection of larger colonies during
mutant isolation is, of course, possible. But the limited phenotypic
differences observed between mutants with high and low orders
of amplification makes it unlikely. Mutants with intermediate
amplifications should have been isolated if they ever existed.

In absence of such intermediates during the formation of
macrotene chromosomes, this role could have been played by the
circular episomes observed in both experiments, especially in
chromosome VIII where the repeat junctions of amplicon VIII-B
were identical to the junction of the episome (Supplementary
Fig. 9) and where several mutants carrying both structures
simultaneously appeared before the emergence of mutants with
the macrotene chromosome only (Table 1). The reintegration of
circular episomes into chromosomes, forming extensive tandem
amplifications through a rolling-circle type of mechanism, was
previously reported for small artificial plasmids47 and small
telomeric circles48. In both cases, however, the tandem arrays
were formed in telomeric position, not in loco as observed here.
In addition, amplicon VIII-B units are not exact copies of the
episome because of the 25-kb internal deletion of the
pericentromeric region (Fig. 4a and Supplementary Fig. 9). In
the case of chromosome IV, the early appearance of macrotene
chromosome and the complete absence of coincidence between
amplicon IV-B units and the latter appearing 211 kb episome also
excludes this hypothesis. By contrast, the transient aneuploidy,
observed twice, might be necessary for the appearance of this
macrotene chromosome, albeit clearly not required for its
maintenance (Supplementary Fig. 10).

These considerations, together with the limited phenotypic
gain provided by additional copies of the YALI-RS genes beyond
a small number, lead us to the hypothesis that the formation of
macrotene chromosomes could have been direct, one-step events
from the non-amplified parental genomes of the severely disabled
strains, and not step-wise events of recombination between pre-
existing intermediates driven by gradual fitness increase. The fact
that only one chromosomal copy was affected each time, although
strains were diploid, strengthens this idea, and suggests that an
accidental mechanism transformed directly one amplicon unit
into many within the affected chromosome, as would do a
rolling-circle type of replication. Single-stranded DNA annealing
during altered fork progression49 or re-initiation of replication
origins50 could possibly create such an uncontrollable structure
but it requires sequence homology, whereas the repeat junctions
of our macrotene chromosomes involved distinct (VIII-B and
right border of IV-B) or diverged sequences (internal VIII-B
deletion and left border of IV-B). An alternative possibility would
be accidental template switches during replication, a known
stress-stimulated phenomenon27,28,46. Depending upon their
location and orientation relative to replication origins, switches
within or between adjacent replication forks have the intrinsic
power to generate direct or inverted tandems, as observed (direct
junction YHLCdelta1-YHRCdelta3 in macrotene chromosome
VIII or inverted junction YDRCdelta6a-YDRWdelta7 in
macrotene chromosome IV). The switches may involve nascent
Okazaki fragments during perturbed replication fork progression
in our severely unfit cells. Or they may be provoked by
interference of short DNA or even RNA molecules whose
actions in gene amplification and DNA repair were previously
demonstrated in yeast51,52. The ‘guide’ sequence postulated for
amplicon VIII-A circularization and amplicon VIII-B tandem
junction may rely on such mechanisms, whereas the quasi-
palindromic junction at the right of amplicon IV-B may witness
accidental strand breakage. Additional experiments are obviously
needed to precisely determine these mechanisms but, given their
characteristics, macrotene chromosome amplifications are
certainly worth considering for the evolution of eukaryotic
genomes during normal or pathological cellular proliferation.

Methods
Cultures conditions. Yeast strains were grown on YPD medium (yeast extract
10 g l� 1, bacto peptone 10 g l� 1, glucose 20 g l� 1, with or without 25 g l� 1

bacto-agar as needed), at 30 �C unless otherwise indicated, or synthetic complete
medium (yeast nitrogen base 6.7 g l� 1, glucose 20 g l� 1, plus all amino acids, uracil
and adenine, with or without 25 g l� 1 bacto-agar as needed).

Yeast strains. All S. cerevisiae strains are S288c derivatives (Supplementary
Table 1). Genetically disabled strains, used to initiate evolutionary experiments,
were constructed by replacement of either the asparagine- or the lysine-tRNA
synthetase gene by its orthologue from Y. lipolytica, as detailed in Supplementary
Note 2. Diploid strains bearing homozygous gene replacement for the Asn-RS gene
(BYAT580) or the Lys-RS gene (BYAT581 and BYAT583) were phenotypically
unfit. Evolved strains derived from BYAT580 or BYAT583 in the primary
evolutionary cultures were designated by the approximate total number of
generations from inoculums at time of their isolation (Tables 1 and 2). Subclones of
evolved mutants were isolated after 145 additional generations (see Supplementary
Fig. 10) and designated as indicated in the text.

Gene cloning and yeast transformations. Plasmids were propagated in E. coli
strain XL1 blue (endA1 gyrA96(nalR) thi-1 recA1 relA1 lac glnV44 F’[::Tn10 pro
ABþ lacIq D(lacZ)M15] hsdR17 (rK� mK

þ )). Replacement of Asn-RS (YHR019c)
and Lys-RS (YDR037w) genes of S. cerevisiae by their orthologues from Y. lipolytica
(YALI0E05005g and YALI0F16291g, respectively) was done by transformation of
the diploid strain BYAT290 and selection of transformants on YPD medium
containing 200 mgml� 1 of G418. Transformations of strains BYAT580-0,
BYAT583-0 and BYAT581-0 by replicative plasmids containing the Asn-RS or
Lys-RS genes from S. cerevisiae or Y. lipolytica were done by in vivo homologous
recombination after co-transformation of yeast cells by 500 ng of BamHI-linearized
plasmid DNA with 1 mg of a PCR-amplified genomic fragment bearing the RS
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gene of interest. Plasmids were pRS415 (ARS-based centromeric) and pRS425
(2mm-based multicopy) E.coli–S. cerevisiae shuttle vectors containing the LEU2
marker53. PCR amplifications of RS genes were made on total genomic DNA from
the natural S. cerevisiae strain FY1679 (ref. 54) (for SACE RS genes), BYAT580-345
(for the YALI Asn-RS gene) or BYAT583-345 (for the YALI Lys-RS gene) using
pairs of oligonucleotides with 18- to 22-nt-long 3’ parts homologous to the
promoter or terminator regions of the S. cerevisiae RS genes and 50-nt-long 5’ parts
homologous to left or right sides of the BamHI sites of plasmids. Amplified
segments extended from coordinate 141,406 to 143,938 on chromosome VIII and
from coordinate 524,771 and 527,466 on chromosome IV. Transformants were
selected on synthetic complete-Leu medium.

Other basic techniques. Yeast tetrads were micromanipulated using Singer MSM
equipment. Ascospores were inoculated on thin YPD agar medium and incubated
at 30 �C for 3 days, following which the agar was placed on top of new YPD plates
to ensure nutrient availability for slow growing strains, and further incubated for
several days.

PFGEs were run in 1% agarose gels, 0.25�Tris borate EDTA buffer at pH 8.3 at
12 �C and 5V cm� 1 for 65 h on Rotaphor (Biometra) with an alternating field
angle of 120� and various pulse ramps (Fig. 3). Chromosomal DNA was prepared
from agarose-embedded yeast cells according to standard methods.

Generation times of yeast strains were determined by optical density
measurement in 150ml liquid YPD cultures in paraffin-sealed 96-well microtitre
plates using Sunrise microplate reader (TECAN) with rotational shaking. Each well
was inoculated with ca 104 freshly grown cells and cultures were incubated at 30 �C
with automated optical density measurements at 620 nm every 10min for 30 to
50 h. Average generation times (expressed in minutes) were calculated from optical
density values (Supplementary Fig. 11).

Evolutionary experiments. Parental strains were inoculated in YPD liquid
medium and grown at 30 �C by serial transfers for a total of ca 200 successive
generations (Fig. 1a). Each transfer was made in 2 l of fresh medium with
inoculums of 109 cells. Under such conditions, each culture represents 7.3–8.9
generations (Tables 1 and 2), and a mutant with increased growth rate was able to
invade subsequent cultures as soon as it reached a frequency of 10� 9 in the
evolving population. Note that a mutant with a growth rate increase of only 12.5%
nearly doubles its relative frequency at each transfer. After each culture, cells were
counted, diluted and plated on YPD medium to monitor growth and morphology
of resulting colonies (Fig. 1b). Faster growing mutants (larger colonies) were picked
up for molecular analysis. Given this protocol, mutants isolated from the successive
cultures of a same evolutionary experiment (‘evolved strains’) may or may not
derive from the same mutational event(s).

Deep sequencing analysis. Shotgun libraries were prepared by standard Illumina
protocols using 5 mg (GAIIx) or 1 mg (HiSeq2000) of total genomic DNA from
selected strains, and sequenced at different depths (23–43 X for GAIIx and 170-440
X for HiSeq2000). Sequence data were analysed according to the pipeline illustrated
by Supplementary Fig. 12. All reads were first submitted to FastQC v0.10.1
Babraham Bioinformatocs (http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/
fastqc/) and regions of problematic base calling (deviation from Chargaff’s rules)
were trimmed off using Fastx Toolkit v0.0.13 (http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_
toolkit/). Trimmed reads were then aligned along the 16 chromosomes of
S. cerevisiae S288c (GenBank NC_001133 to NC_001148, PLN 06-DEC-2008), plus
the 2 RS genes of Y. lipolytica (YALI0E05005g and YALI0F16291g) using single-end
mapping mode of BWA v0.6.2 (ref. 55) with default parameters. Output SAM files
were converted to BAM files using SAMtools v0.1.18 (ref. 56). For each yeast strain,
sequencing coverage along chromosome maps was computed by BEDtools v2.17.0
5 (ref. 57). Values were normalized to 2 (for diploid number) from mean coverage
over entire genome. When necessary, curves were smoothed using 1,500 nt (Fig. 2)
or 5,000 nt slinding windows (Supplementary Fig. 5). Unmapped reads were
reassembled using Spades 3.0.0 (ref. 58) (k-mer size of 17) to detect possible
breakpoints in evolved strains. All unmapped reads were also aligned against
Y. lipolytica tRNA genes using the single-end mapping mode of BWA v0.6.2
with default parameters to ascertain the absence of such genes in the genomes
of parental strains and evolved mutants.

SNPs and indels were identified from BAM alignment files processed using
SAMtools v0.1.18 (ref. 56), GATK v2.2 (ref. 59) and Picard v1.81 (http://
picard.sourceforge.net/). The ‘Add Read Groups’ step was made by Picard. Aligned
reads were realigned with the command IndelRealigner from GATK. Duplicated
reads were removed by MarkDuplicates, implemented in Picard. We only kept
reads that were uniquely mapped to the reference sequence by SAMtools. Positions
corresponding to repeated regions such as telomeric repeats, Y’, Ty elements, LTR,
MAT, HML and HMR loci, rDNA and CUP1 loci, totalling 3.8% of the genome,
were filtered out. SAMtools was used to generate mpileup files without BAQ
adjustments. SNP and Indel calls were processed by Varscan v2.3.2 (ref. 60). The
mpileup files were used to call the mismatches (SNPs and indels) with the options
‘mpileup2snp’ and ‘mpileup2indel’ of Varscan2 with a minimum depth of 5 reads
at the position to make a call and a threshold of 0.2 for minimum variant allele
frequency (strains are diploids). In amplicon regions, mismatches were called as

above, except that no minimum read depth and no minimum variant allele
frequency were considered.

Point mutation detection. Candidates for nucleotide substitutions and indels
identified from above pipeline were compared between all sequenced strains.
Common candidates to all strains were considered as errors in the S288c reference
sequence used (above) when they appeared in homozygous form (majority), or to
mutational events occurred during initial strain construction steps when appearing
in heterozygous form. They were subsequently ignored. Remaining candidates were
manually verified. Sequence reads were reexamined using Tablet61, checking
consistency between reads of opposite orientations (to eliminate PCR amplification
bias) and alignments (to eliminate erroneous indels). In final, a total of 29 non-
synonymous or non-sense mutational changes and 8 synonymous changes were
found in annotated CDS (Supplementary Table 2), plus roughly a third of this total
number falling in intergenic regions as expected from the S. cerevisiae genome
annotation. No indel candidate was validated after manual verification.

Transcriptome analysis. Total RNAs extracted from exponentially growing cells
on YPD medium were reversed transcribed with Cy3 or Cy5 labels (InVitroGen
Superscript indirect cDNA Labeling System) and hybridized against custom-
designed Agilent microarrays of 50-mer synthetic oligonucleotides (AMADID
050530). Each array contained triplicates of 5,940 and 5,660 probes specific,
respectively, for upstream and downstream parts of annotated S. cerevisiae CDS
(dubious CDS ignored), as well as 4 probes for the Y. lipolytica Asn-RS and Lys-RS
genes (upstream and downstream parts of YALI0E05005g and YALI0F16291g,
respectively) and 2 probes for the KanMX marker. The arrays also contained
triplicates of 427 probes for S. cerevisiae spliceosomal introns, 1,233 probes for
Cryptic Unstable Transcripts (CUTs)62, 1,304 probes for other noncoding RNAs
and 23 probes for mitochondrial DNA. Comparative hybridizations (with dye
swap) were scanned on AXON GENEPIX 4200AL scanner. Data were analysed
using GenePix Pro 7 (Molecular Devices). Data drawings represent MA plot log2
ratios (R ‘arrays’ package Bioconductor R:2.13(3.0.1), http://
www.bioconductor.org).
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